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Brazil['s path to Infrastructure Policy reforms in Persistently low Public investments

economic recovery development will be the infrastructure levels of must be designed

will be challenging key to the country's sector have investment have to maximize net

given the country's recovery efforts and resulted in depleted Brazil's benefits

legacy of structural ensuring long-term, diminished infrastructure

and fiscal sustainable growth investments stock

vulnerabilities
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Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Investing in infrastructure An absence of appropriate coping
provide only a partial picture of is key to boosting strategies mean climate change
a country's economic Brazil's long-term impacts are more likely to affect
development. productivity. the poor.

Susteined productivity growth related to human Low productivity weighs down e country's Infrastructure is one of the most important forces

and physica capital depends on continuous, ability to promote investments and economic driving poverty reduction.

Long-term investments - "the ack of cean growth. Developed economies are

water and adequate senitation can significent overwhelmingly more productive than Brezil TreopoetoouEfre ct ni rspono

undermine educational outcomes" across al. sectors - including in agriculture.

*Releable weter 0nd senitetion con reduce toe rik
Choosing the most appropriate, ong-term Long term productivity growth is further

of weter-borne illnesses, reoucing proouctivity.
investments depends on multiple factors. threatened by cimete change. Disasters such es

Reinvest finite natural resource rents into floods, lends ides and ecosystem fires affect *Energy infrastructure services, such as street

renewable activities can yied sustained returns infrestructure, diminishing productivity. ighting, affect economic productivity and improve

over the long term. quaity of ife through increased accessibility and

safety.
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Brazil has achieved near universal access to several key

infrastructure services, but progress has been uneven.

(Almost) All Brazlians hove access Sanitation coverage

to electricity and water at home. la significantly.

Certain population groups ndigenous people are more likely

continue to be overly than other demographics to lack

affected. access to basic infrastructure

Electricity Water Sanitat!on nternet COmpUter Cell phone

Urban Rural Source: (IGE 2021 WHO UNICEF 2020)
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Bridging the infrastructure gap speaks to the

financial investment needed to:

-~~ * Achieve univers2l2access towaerqond s2nitaion

" EnerEy, an0 dgEtao services

"Reoust tr2nsport infir2structure networks

Brazil must invest US$778 billion (or 3.7% of GDP per year) to bridge its Figuru ES.1. Total investment in infrastructure in Brazil
as a percentage of GDP (1980-2020)

infrastructure gap by the SDG deadline of 2030

5.00%1

Actual investments are likely to be higher

Non-efficient spends increase the cost of building infrastructure by 1.Co

about 35 percent on average in LAC" (Serebrisky et al. 2017). 0.co1
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
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Operational inefficiencies in the transport and water and

sanitation sectors cost around 1.4 percent of GDP

The overreliance on roads to transport freight is * Logistics solutions have been designed primarHy to meet the needs of the

extremely expensive. country's agrbusiness sector

* Logistics infrastructure, and multimodol transportation solutions in particular,
E.ectricity tariffs in Brazil are among the highest in LAC with hove suffered from o lock of puhic investment

considerohNe variation between the prices paid by customers in

each of the 63 concession areas.
* Brozil has been s ow to improve the business environment needed to render the

sector more attractive to private investors

In Brazil, almost one-third of all water produced is lost.
* Brozil s tax arrangements disincentivize o more integrated ogistics system
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Our estimates suggest a Government Spending Multipliers in Brazil:
of GDP per year will be needed through 2030 to Public Consumption vs Public Investment
ensure BrazH meets its infrastructure-re[ated SDGs.

Pane A Public Consumption Panel B Public Investment
to keep

pace with Brazil's climate of extremes and support 2,5 2.5

the economy's transition to sustainable power
15 1

generation. While private investment wil of course

be needed to achieve this ambitious goa., public 05 0.5
investment is imperative. c -0.5

New research conducted for this report suggests
the on BrazH.'s economy from

pubic investment by the federal government is -2.5 -2.5
0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8

Quarter Quarter
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Identifying and prioritizing key areas in need of Changes in Perception of Road Quality in Brazil (2005-21)
urgent ettention, such as the

wHl lean to future-

cost savings end when combined witn tne 6 Very bad
susteinabNe expansion of ra and waterways wHl

strengthen BrazH's position as one of the word's Bed
top egricultural producers and exporters.

Acceptabie

Meanwhile,
Good

as part of a broader disaster * Very Gooo

prevention and menegement progrem wil help

address Braz's inequalities while safeguarding

the country's future abor force. 2005 2021
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While overal capacity is without History has shown that

for a doubt a major harbinger of

example, project structuring and success, in , an2 pok[tical

But, financial instruments. Targeted governance and capacity commitment to capacity

planning capacity in Brazi., especialy at the support to low-capacity building efforts targeting key buing, most other

subnationa. level, is comparativey weak. municipalities and states, areas, such as regulation,

Many states remain caught in a perpetua including alternative financial to increasing

cycle of impoverishment given the lack of (i) instruments wi help create a sector performance.

good-qualty, reliabe infrastructure, and (ii) more robust PPP pipeine whe

capacity to secure and reguate resources ensuring wider participation by

needed to expand access to, and maintain, oca governments.

new infrastructure.
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* Little attention is given to maintenance and roads suffer from accelerated * Support adoption and implementation of the PRIMP, including preparation of

degradation. road infrostructure for the impementation of intelfigent transport systems

(ITSs).
* BrazHian road infrastructure is not prepared for extreme weather events.

* Support initiatives designed to increase resilience to climate change.
* Brazl's transport system is not integrated and relies heavH.y on the road

network. * ntegrate the road network with other modes of transport, especilly

railways, improving logistics for the flow of, among other sectors, agro-
* Amost half (45%) of of energy-reated C02 emissions stem from vehices. noustris productio.

* Traffic-reated accidents are one of the leading causes of death in the Support the transition to eectric vehicles.

country, especioly among young peop e.

* Support measures designed to improve road safety.
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* Mass transit systems have seen a steady decrease in ridership in the last * Regulatory framework to support municipaities to receive aternative

decade, a trend that was reinforced with the recent mobi:ity restrictions revenues to support transit systems.

orising from COVID-19. * At the subnational eve, reform bus contract models by (i) unbundling

* Transport systems have been struggling to survive with tariff revenues only. operations from fleet provision and fare collection management to everage

" Demono for tore ano motorcycles oove oeeo increasing, eodg to iocreosed private sector participation and increase system efficiency; and (ii) changing
the remuneration formu a to improve service quality, by remunerating costs

and performance as wel as implementing technicao and user tariffs to reduce

* There are few incentives for municipa operators to buy e-buses. Brozil demand risks.

monufoctures ono oxports dese buses sod does not oove *mport t Promote use of electric vehices for pubic transportation through financial and
exemptions or :ncent:ves for monufacturing e-buses.

nonfinancial incentives, to support energy transition to sustainobe moblity.

* There are few incentives to improve road safety and adequate infrastructure E Support metropo icon authorites to integrate ond monitor intermodol ono

to promote suscoinohe octive nobicy. metropolitan transport, including increased monitoring capacity with

technology and innovation, fare integration, mobile payment, etc.
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* Incomplete decentralization of passenger roil from the federal to regional * Rapid conclusion of transfer of passenger roil network to regional

governments. governments.

* Lack of a regulatory framework for passenger railways. * Create specific regulation for rail passenger systems at national level, acting

as guidance for regiona. regulations and to attract private investment.
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* nnovation in contrcting mechanisms to attract private investment and * Reforms in the accounting framework to accommodate payment and credit

decentralize the sector. guarantee mechanisms.

* Technica. challenges in operating the ra:H network hove affected its efficiency * Estabishment of comprehensive norms for interoperabHity, to promote

end logistics integration across the country. standardization of rai:ways.

* Consolidation of the emerging reguatory framework and authorization * Clear definitions regarding the authorization regime, to safeguard trunk

regime. corridors and imit space for policy-driven decision-making.
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* The rapid expansion of exported volume has led to bottlenecks in the * Adoption of cross-sector commitments, incuing obigations of

infrastructure for accessing ports. complementary investments in other modes of transport.

* Difficulty coordinating different regulatory entities involved in port * Better coordination of regulatory agencies, guided primarHy by the National

operations (e.g., roads, raHways, waterways, and pipeines. Logistics Plan.
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* BrazH. suffers from a very high cost of the jet fue (Jet A-1), accounting for as * Jointy work with IATA and ALTA aiming at a reduction in the tax composition

much as 30% of the airline's operating costs; taxes on fue are asso an of aircraft fue.s or exploring the possibity of importing it directly.

importat component of toe toss. * Adopt internationa practices with respect to confict resolution and the

* There seems to be an abuse of consumer protection rights; ack of capacity by creation of alternative instances for mediation.

the government to differentiate mso:puotive from valid clsims. M mp.ementation of reguations addressing issues with respect to carbon

* Safety/security, infrastructure, airspace, air cargo, and regulatory inefficiencies. dioxide emissions, availablity of biofue.s, and prices for cargo storage.

* Concession of airports to private operators has derived high costs for the use * nvolvement of the sirines in the formuation of airport concession

of infrastructure. contracts, supervising operational and financial aspects.

* The aviation sector is hesvily taxed where duties are applied to most * Adoption of a new simpler fiscal system, competitive and consistent with

components of the value chain. the development of the industry.

* Lack of a formal program of public service obligations to serve essential air * Development of a Public Service Ohigation program on essentia services to

routes. new destinations.
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* Maximizing long-term innovation and competitiveness benefits from * Managing eiectricity suppy risk: repowering hydro, increasing hydropower

renewable electricity and frontier energies: offshore wind policy, green and resilience and the eiectricity system's flexibH.ity (transmission, storage,

hue hydrogen infrastructure deployment for domestic uses and exports forecast, hydro-hybridization).

(including stee, etc.), and ethano. market diversification.

* Strengthening the financial strength of the electricity distribution sector: net

* Reducing cost of climate inaction and risk of electricity sector billing, time-of-use tariff, management of system's costs, deveiopment of

"recarbonization" and stranded essets: carbon merket development. nontraditional business models, consumer protection.
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* Imp.ementation of WSS reforms and the 2020 Law are taroetino * Deveop a strategic p.an to expand access to underserved areas, for excmpe, deve.op and imp.ement

*arger rban centers and primarHy water suppy, whH.e imited emphasis Institutionac and inteorated mode.s for urban and rura WSS expansion, for underserved urban areas,

has been glven to underserved areas incudnp ruran, indigenous, and WSS services shoud be inteorated with polic!es and investments for and use and socia housing.

Informcl settements, pcrtculary to Improve access to santation.
* Improve coordination between ANA and the Nationac Heacth Foundation (FUNASA) to ensure

* The country w. need to do more with .ess resources and find ways to comp.iance with the conditions and targets estabMshed In federc. and oc. guid0enes.

optlmize its budgetary c..occtlon and spending efficiency through

strong governcnce systems w*tin toe sector. 0 mprove eficiency and governance, for example, federc. and state budgeting processes can be

brought to bear to Incentivize greater WSS investments and improvements in service providers'

* The recent COV D-19 cris:s and its Impact on the water sector has operctlonal and commerclc. efficiency, and performance-based contracts can improve the quafty of

reinforced the importance of bitling the sector's resHience against the imp.ementcton of the caw, and make budget execution transparent and efficient.

such c.imcte- and non-c.imcte-re.cted shocks and crises. It is
m* Bud reslience against cimcte and other crises by cdoptingo cimte adaptatlon and mitigation

imperative that actions be taken to reduce impacts in cities, SUCh as

integrated urban water management, and on the circular economy, mesures.

Inc.Wing f.ooo coo drought monitoring coo pr epcredneSS, coo nctir e- * Supporttng integrated urban water mcncgement coud he.p advance the water securty agenda, and
ocsedo 0.m0 to Improve resHience.* Improve the cva2cbility of water for varous prodctive and nonproductive uses.
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* The perception of water abundance in Brazk must be changed. WRM Is needed to * Integrate sector p.anning for water use (e.g., sanitation, energy, irrigation/k.vestock,

support deve.opment opportunities, securing water for mutlpe, competng demands industry, water [nfrastructure for mutlp.e uses, and environment) with water

and Improving water qUafty, enabong more return on Invested capita.. resources planning.

* Water va.ue .s increasingy evident and WRM becomes necessary to evidence the * mprove watershed-eve water resources p.anning, especak.y In transboundary basins.

va.ue to society, find economic so.utions to maintain and expand the existing 0 Screngcnen ro.e of toe Natlona. Water ano Sanitation Agency (ANA) (responsoe for
Infrastructure, and propose akocation arrangements that consider the economic va.ue

.mp.ementlng too Natlona. Water Reosorces Policy), especla.y In supporting and
of other water Uses, avolding osses In existing Investments and conflicts with other
Water basins. nstrengthening decentraIzed and participatory WRM.

* WRM systems are kInked to other sectors, especlaky hydropower. It is Important to 0 Strcture state nagement agencIeS aCCOrolng to WRM cop.exity ann improve
the.r effectIveness to proper.y operate and perfornm toelt functlons.

seek baanced water akocation so.ut.ons to avoid optima. soutions from one sector

ref.ecting negativey on others. So.utions need to be f.exlne with the capacity to * Seek strategies and mechanisms for sustainabe WRM.
accomnodnate Impacts from extreme events.

* Deve.op an integrated and coherent financla p.an for WRM.

* C.lmate change is ref.ecting on WRM now: the future water security rekIes on today's * NegotIate and p.an roe a..ocat.on of water resources cons.der.ng roe different
adaptlve actIons. t Is important to share and coordInate governance actions, sector

poIcles, p.anning and operation of mId- and ong-term Infrastructure, and contingency

measures against extreme events.
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* The rural-urban divide is considerabe, with 92% of the urban population * Enhance coordination among federa., state, and municipa levels to promote

using the internet, compared to on.y 7 5 % in rural areas (IBGE 2022). dep oyment, and the quaity and reability of services.

* More then half of fixed broadband subscriptions (58%) exhibited speeds * Initiate the implementation of projects funded by the Universal Service Fund

above 12 megabits per second in June 2019. (USF) to improve connectivity, including connecting schools snd support for

the new.y created Group for Monitoring the Costing of School Connectivity
* In 2020, Brazil approveo legislton (Law 14109/2020) governong toe USF to

expand broadband services. One of the first projects proposed is to improve Projects.

connectivity in schools. * mp.ement the Nationa Cybersecurity Strategy by estabishing o wide

* Braz. suffers from more cyberattacks than any other country in LAC with an community of digita security .eaders from the public snd private sectors.

average of 1,390 attacks per minute. * Support the Monitoring Group for the mp.ementation of Solutions to

Interference Probhems In hoods 3,025 to 3,700 megahertz (GAISP ) to
* Claro and Telef6nica's 5G networks now serve 15 and 8 cities, respectively.

acceerate 5G dep.oyment.
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* Establish a national long-term strategic vision that addresses infrastructure * Coordinate infrastructure policy across evels of government in such a way

service needs. that investment decisions by centra and subnational governments are

coherent.
* Manage the integrity and corruption threats at all stages of the process,

from project conception to delivery. * Guard affordability and vaue for money by using and applying cost-benefit

and other methods rigorousy and consistent y.
* Establish cear criteria to guide the choice of deivery mode (PPP vs direct

puhic provision, etc.). * Generate, analyze, and discose useful data to increase transparency and

ensure accountability.
* Ensure good regulatory design and maintain a predictable regulatory

framework for investment. * Integrote mechanisms to evauate the performance of assets throughout

their ife cyce.
* Integrote a consultation process eor.y enough so that decisions benefit from

real stakeholder engagement. * Review existing infrastructure restience in the face of evolving natural and

manmode risks and develop guideines to future proof new infrastructures.
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